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Abstract
The principal task to control dynamical systems is to ensure their stability. When the system is
unknown, robust approaches are promising since they aim to stabilize a large set of plausible systems simultaneously. We study linear controllers under quadratic costs model also known as linear
quadratic regulators (LQR). We present two different semi-definite programs (SDP) which results
in a controller that stabilizes all systems within an ellipsoid uncertainty set. We further show that
the feasibility conditions of the proposed SDPs are equivalent. Using the derived robust controller
syntheses, we propose an efficient data dependent algorithm – E X PLORATION – that with high
probability quickly identifies a stabilizing controller. Our approach can be used to initialize existing algorithms that require a stabilizing controller as an input while adding constant to the regret.
We further propose different heuristics which empirically reduce the number of steps taken by
E X PLORATION and reduce the suffered cost while searching for a stabilizing controller.
Keywords: LQR, stabilizing controller, ellipsoid credibility region

1. Introduction
Dynamical systems are ubiquitous in real world applications, ranging from autonomous robots
(Ribeiro et al., 2017), energy systems (Haddad et al., 2005) to manufacturing (Singh, 2010). Control theory (Trentelman et al., 2001) seeks to find an optimal input to the system to ensure a desired
behavior while suffering low cost. In particular, linear dynamical systems with quadratic costs can
model a variety of practical problems (Tornambè et al., 1998), and enjoy an elegant solution referred
to as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), whose history goes back to Kalman (1960).
Despite the long and rich history of the LQR problem, learning dynamical systems and finding a
stabilizing or optimal controller is still an actively studied problem. On one hand, there are systems that can be reset to an initial condition. For such systems, the multiple-trajectory (episodic)
setting is natural and the exploration costs in unstable systems can be controlled by resetting the system. This setting is well studied and efficient algorithms rely on certainty equivalent control (CEC)
(Mania et al., 2019). On the other hand, unstable systems that cannot be reset must be stabilized
online from a single trajectory. After stabilization, there are different efficient algorithms that find
an optimal controller (Simchowitz and Foster, 2020; Cohen et al., 2019; Abeille and Lazaric, 2020).
Crucially, the algorithms that find an optimal controller require an initial stabilizing controller. This
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Figure 1: While recent work attention was mostly focused on how to adaptively progress from a
given stabilizing controller to an optimal one, this work attention is how to find a stabilizing controller in the single-trajectory setting.
privileged information is essential to ensure that unstable systems do not “explode”. However, such
prior knowledge is not always available.
In this work, we address the problem of finding a stabilizing controller for a linear dynamical system
in a single online trajectory. On the left plot of Figure 1, we show the difference in cost between
finding a stabilizing controller and an optimal one. When the true system is unstable, and no knowledge of a stabilizing controller is available, the system costs grow exponentially fast.
Contributions We extend the robust formulation of Dean et al. (2019) from stabilizing all systems within some spectral norm around estimates, to the more general case when the synthesized
controller stabilizes all systems within an ellipsoidal uncertainty set. We extend the obtained result
to our main contribution where we prove equivalence between common robust controller synthesis
algorithms. In particular we show that the controller synthesis of Umenberger et al. (2019), which
also tries to stabilize systems inside ellipsoid around estimates, and the derived SLS synthesis for
ellipsoids share the same feasibility region: when one algorithm finds a stabilizing controller, so
does the other one. Using the proposed robust controller syntheses applied to the ellipsoidal regions
obtained from the Bayesian setting we propose an algorithm E X PLORATION. The vanilla version
synthesizes a stabilizing controller for the true underlying system in finite time with high probability. The vanilla E X PLORATION approach probes the unknown system with zero-mean Gaussian
actions. Additionally, we empirically show that with the robustly motivated choices of system probing which are different from zero-mean Gaussian, we reduce the length of the E X PLORATION and
substantially lower the total suffered cost. We demonstrate the practicality of our method on the
standard common benchmark problems.
1.1. Related Work
Linear dynamical systems have been extensively studied in control theory (cf., Zhou et al. (1996)),
nevertheless the interest reemerged in the Machine Learning community after the seminal work of
Abbasi-Yadkori and Szepesvári (2011). Cohen et al. (2019); Mania et al. (2019); Simchowitz and
Foster (2020); Abeille and Lazaric (2020); Lale et al. (2020); Faradonbeh et al. (2020) and many
others show that approaches relying on the √
optimism in the face of uncertainty (OFU) principle or
certainty equivalence principle achieve O( T ) regret in the online single trajectory setting with
stochastic disturbances. However, most of the algorithms in this setting require the knowledge of
an initial stabilizing controller, which might not always be available.
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System Identification The first step in E X PLORATION is to learn the true system matrices A∗ , B∗
using System Identification tools. Simchowitz et al. (2018)
show that the ordinary least squares
√
(OLS) estimator attains a near optimal error rate O(1/ i), where i is the number of steps in the
single trajectory setting for the case when ρ(A∗ ) ≤ 11 . They further argue that more unstable systems are easier to estimate and prove exponential error decay for one dimensional unstable systems.
Faradonbeh et al. (2018a) tackle more challenging general systems with eigenvalues everywhere but
on the unit circle. They show that in this case for regular2 systems the ordinary least squares (OLS)
estimator is consistent. Further, Sarkar and Rakhlin (2019) extend the
√ OLS consistency to general
regular systems. They show that the estimation error scales as O(1/ i). Umenberger et al. (2019)
show that the OLS is the same as the maximum (Gaussian) likelihood estimator. They further introduce an ellipsoid region around the estimates where the system lies with high confidence. We
extend their idea to the Bayesian setting, where we assume a Gaussian prior on the system parameters, and show that, in this case, the maximum a-posteriori estimator is equivalent to the regularized
least squares (RLS) estimator. Applying the analysis of Sarkar and Rakhlin (2019) we show that the
associated data dependent high probability credibility regions are consistent.
Controller Synthesis The second step in E X PLORATION is to synthesize a stabilizing controller
for all systems in the credibility region that the System Identification step outputs. Dean et al.
(2019) derive a robust semi-definite program based on system level synthesis (SLS) whose solution results in a stabilizing controller. They use a multi-trajectory setting to build 2-ball confidence
regions around the estimates. We extend their algorithm to a tighter ellipsoidal region around the
estimates. It turns out that the SLS synthesis with an ellipsoidal region finds a stabilizing controller
as the robust LQR synthesis proposed by Umenberger et al. (2019). Faradonbeh et al. (2018b) propose a non-robust strategy and rely on well-known stability bounds of LQRs (Safonov and Athans,
1977). The main contribution is that they identify the system in closed-loop by sampling different
controllers from a Gaussian distribution so that they avoid irregularity of the closed loop matrix a.s.
The main practical limitation is that one needs to specify the running time of the algorithm a-priori
using unknown system parameters. On the other hand E X PLORATION provably terminates in finite
time solving a convex SDP without specifying an a-priori termination time.

2. Problem Statement and Background
We consider a system evolving with the following linear dynamics
xi+1 = A∗ xi + B∗ ui + wi+1 ,

x0 = 0,

(1)

i.i.d.

2 I) unobserved Gaussian noise
where xi ∈ Rdx are states, ui ∈ Rdu actions and (wi )i≥1 ∼ N (0, σw
d
d
×d
d
×d
x
x
x
x
u
in R . The matrices A∗ ∈ R
, B∗ ∈ R
are unknown transition matrices. We sample
actions ui from a policy π, which at every step i maps the current history ((xj )j≤i , (uj )j<i ) to a
distribution over actions. We assume that the system is stabilizable, which means that there exists a
matrix K ∈ Rdu ×dx such that ρ(A∗ + B∗ K) < 1. At step i, we incur a cost ci given by
>
ci = x>
i Qxi + ui Rui ,

where Q ∈ Rdx ×dx , R ∈ Rdu ×du are known positive definite matrices.
1. Spectral radius of matrix A is defined as ρ(A) = max{|λ| |∃v : Av = λv}
2. System is regular if every eigenvalue µ of A∗ with |µ| > 1, has geometric multiplicity equal to 1.

3
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When the system matrices A∗ , B∗ are known, the optimal solution in the infinite horizon setting is
given by the fixed map ui = K∗ xi and the optimal cost is J∗ (Bertsekas, 2000). Hereby, K∗ =
−(R + B∗> P B∗ )−1 B∗> P A∗ , where P is the solution to the discrete algebraic Ricatti equation of
the system, P = DARE(A∗ , B∗ , Q, R).
While most of the recent work focuses on finding the optimal controller K∗ suffering the least
possible cummulative cost, they require the knowledge of an initial stabilizing controller K0 . In this
work, we focus on finding a stabilizing controller in the single-trajectory setting. If the system
is unstable, the difference between using a stabilizing controller or not using a stabilizing controller
results in an exponential difference in the suffered cost due to blow-up of the system. On the other
hand, the difference between using a stabilizing controller and the optimal one results in a linear
difference in the suffered cost as summarized in Figure 1. Consequently, it is very desirable that a
stabilizing controller is found quickly.

3. Identifying A Stabilizing Controller
As we are trying to stabilize the dynamical system without knowing anything non-trivial about it,
certain blow-up of the state from zero is inevitable. Since the state magnitude increases exponentially fast during the blow-up, it is essential that this period is kept very short. There are conceptually
two variables we can influence as algorithm designers, a) what control signal we input to the system
what we refer to as probing and b) stopping rule, which determines when we should stop probing
and sufficient information about the system has been gathered to construct a stabilizing controller.
In this work we focus on the latter and derive a data-dependent stopping rule based on feasibility of
a semi-definite program. Our method is versatile and can be combined with any control inputs and
we show that it terminates in finite time under zero-mean Gaussian control inputs. Our formalism
is derived under a general assumption that we can construct estimates of the system matrices and
ellipsoidal sets which with high probability contain the true system matrices or they serve as a
surrogate for this task as is the case with the Bayesian approach. More specifically, we derive our
bi , B
bi ) of
results under the assumption that after playing a policy π for i steps we have estimates (A
the system (A∗ , B∗ ) and ellipsoid
bi , B
bi )}
Θi = {(A, B)|∆> Di ∆  I, ∆> = (A, B) − (A

(3)

around estimates for which we believe that (A∗ , B∗ ) ∈ Θi . Here Di is a data-dependent positive
definite matrix. We present an example of how to construct such ellipsoidal region in Section 3.4.
In the following two subsections, we derive two different robust synthesis algorithms for uncertainty
sets in the ellipsoidal region (3). In Section 3.3, prove that these two seemingly different approaches
are actually equivalent in terms of robust stability.
3.1. Robust System Level Synthesis (SLS)
Our first stopping rule is based on a relaxation stemming from the SLS framework (Wang et al.,
2019). In particular, we extend the work of Dean et al. (2019) to ellipsoidal regions (3). Dean et al.
(2019) show that a controller K stabilizes all systems (A, B) ∈ Θi if for every (A B) ∈ Θi we have:
 
−1


I
>
bi K
bi + B
bi K < 1,
bi − B
∆
zI − A
< 1, and ρ A
(4)
K
H
∞
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bi B
bi ). The H∞ -norm for a function f : C → Cd×d is defined as
where ∆> = (A B) − (A
kf kH∞ = supkzk=1 kf (z)k2 . With the current formulation, we need to ensure that H∞ -norm constraint in (4) holds for every (A, B) ∈ Θi . The main difference with Dean et al. (2019) is that
we apply the S-Lemma of Luo et al. (2004) to obtain an equivalent formulation with a single H∞ norm constraint using the ellipsoidal region instead of a 2-ball. Next, we transform the H∞ -norm
constraint to a convex semi-definite constraint applying the KYP-Lemma (Bart et al., 2018). The
equivalent feasibility problem reads:


bi X + B
bi S
X −I
A
0
 > 

 b
X 
>
b


X
min
0,
s.t. (Ai X + Bi S)
(5)
  0.
S
 


X0,S,t∈(0,1)


X
0
tDi
S
The stabilizing controller is extracted from the solution of the Robust SLS (5) as K = SX −1 . We
show the derivation details in the Appendix B of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020).
3.2. Robust Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
The derivation of our second robust controller synthesis is based on the reformulation of the LQR
problem, which finds the optimal infinite horizon controller. This reformulations lends itself to an
efficient SDP relaxation (Boyd et al., 1994). We follow the exposition from Cohen et al. (2018),
assuming we know matrices A∗ , B∗ we can obtain the optimal infinite controller K∗ by first solving
 

Q 0
Σ
min Tr
0 R
Σ0
(6)
>
2
s.t. Σxx  (A∗ B∗ )Σ(A∗ B∗ ) + σw I,


Σxx Σxu
and then extracting the optimal controller as K∗ = Σux Σ−1
.
Here
Σ
=
, where
xx
Σux Σuu
Σxx ∈ Rdx ×dx and Σuu ∈ Rdu ×du , represents the joint covariance matrix of the state and action.
The derivation with the motivation behind the SDP (6) is given in Appendix C of the extended paper
(Treven et al., 2020), where we also show in Theorem 5 that the semi-definite constraint in the SDP
(6) ensures that the controller synthesized as K = Σux Σ−1
xx stabilizes the system A∗ , B∗ . Inspired
by Umenberger et al. (2019), the robust formulation of the SDP problem (6) is:

 
Q 0
min Tr
Σ
0 R
Σ0
(7)
>
2
s.t. ∀(A, B) ∈ Θi : Σxx  (A B)Σ(A B) + σw I.
As in Section 3.1 we have to ensure that one condition has to hold for every system in the ellipsoid
Θi . Applying the S-Lemma we reformulate problem given by eq. (7) to an equivalent convex SDP:

 
Q 0
min Tr
Σ
0 R
Σ0,t≥0
!
(8)
bi B
bi )Σ(A
bi B
bi )> − (t + σ 2 )I (A
bi B
bi )Σ
Σxx − (A
w
s.t.
 0.
bi )>
bi B
Σ(A
tDi − Σ

The stabilizing controller is extracted from the optimal solution as K = Σux Σ−1
xx .
5
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3.3. Equivalence
At first glance one could think that we have derived two completely different control synthesis
procedures, however as we will see this is not the case and the two optimization problems have a
feasible solution at the same time.
Theorem 1 The Robust SLS given by Equation (5) has a nonempty solution if and only if the Robust
LQR given by Equation (8) has a nonempty solution.
The proof of the theorem is provided in Appendix D of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020).
Despite the fact that the two SDPs (5) and (8) have a feasible solution at the same time, they differ
in the objective. The robust SLS (5) is minimizing a constant, whereas the Robust LQR (8) is
minimizing the upper bound of the maximal infinite horizon cost of the systems in Θi . The specific
nature of the objective is not interesting for the stopping rule, however can have practically dramatic
impact in downstream tasks. For different possible objective for the SLS synthesis (5) please refer
to Section 4.1.
3.4. Example: Bayesian credible sets
bi , B
bi and region Θi which results
In this section, we show a particular design choice of estimators A
from the Bayesian setting. Inspired by the work of Umenberger et al. (2019),
 we place a Gaussian
2 /λI . In this case we have
prior3 on the system matrices A∗ , B∗ i.e. vec(A∗ , B∗ ) ∼ N 0, σw
explicit formulas for the posterior distribution of vec(A∗ , B∗ )|(xj )j≤i , (uj )j<i . As derived in the
Appendix A of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020) it turns out the posterior is also Gaussian
bi , B
bi ) is exactly the RLS estimator:
and the MAP estimator vec(A
bi , B
bi = argmin
A
A,B

i−1
X
j=0

kxj+1 − Axj − Buj k22 + λ k(A B)k2F .

(9)

bi , B
bi )}.
Moreover, the Bayesian credibility region is Θi = {(A B)|∆> Di ∆  I, ∆> = (A B) − (A
Here Di represents thescaled inverse covariance
matrix of the posterior distribution and is explicitly

Pi
1
>
>
> >
given as Di = c σ2
j=1 zj zj + λI , where zj = (xj uj ) and cδ is the (1 − δ)-quantile
δ w

of the χ2 distribution with dx (dx + du ) degrees of freedom. With this definition of Θi we have
(A∗ B∗ ) ∈ Θi w.p. 1 − δ.

4.

E X PLORATION

Algorithm

We now show how to use the derived results (c.f., Section 3) to provably find a robust controller in
the Bayesian setting. In the Appendix E of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020) we show how to
initialize the algorithms, specifically OSLO (Cohen et al., 2019) and CEC (Simchowitz and Foster,
2020), which need a stabilizing controller as an input, with the proposed E X PLORATION algorithm.
3. Regarding the sense of this assumption and cases when this assumption fails look at Section 5.1

6
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Algorithm 1 E X PLORATION
Input: x0 = 0, λ, δ
for i = 1, . . . do
/* Probing Signal /*
Play ui ∼ π(·|x1:i , u1:i−1 ) and observe state xi+1 .
/* Stopping Rule /*
Build a confidence region Θi , such that (A∗ B∗ ) ∈ Θi w.p. 1 − δ. (c.f. Section 3.4)
Solve a robust controller synthesis ∀(A, B) ∈ Θi . (c.f. Section 3.1 or Section 3.2)
if a controller is found return stabilizing controller K0
end for
The learner explores using a policy π that only depends on the past states and inputs. Using the
collected data, it builds an empirical estimate and a confidence region around it. Finally, it attempts
to solve a robust controller synthesis problem. If it fails, the algorithm continues. If it succeeds, the
algorithm terminates and returns a provably stabilizing controller for the true underlying system.
The credibility regions must contain the true system with probability 1 − δ only at the time i∗ in
which a controller is found and not uniformly over all time steps. This is crucial as it allows us to
use tight credibility regions. Then, with probability δ, the algorithm might fail to return a stabilizing
controller, and it will return a stabilizing controller with probability 1 − δ.

In this section, we analyze the VANILLA E X PLORATION variant, in which the policy is to choose
independent zero-mean Gaussian action, i.e., ui ∼ π(·|x1:i , u1:i−1 ) = N (0, σu2 I). Next, we prove
e
that VANILLA E X PLORATION finishes in O(1)
time. In Section 4.1, we discuss different probing heuristics that perform well in practice but where we lose the finte time termination guarantee.
Nevertheless, the algorithm still remains valid: if it terminates, the resulting controller provably
stabilizes the system.
Theorem 2 Assuming the aforementioned setting, then with probability 1 − δ VANILLA E X PLO RATION returns a stabilizing controller for (A∗ , B∗ ) in time:


e polylog(δ)(1 + kKk2 )2 (zI − A∗ − B∗ K)−1 2
O
,
(10)
H∞
where K is any stabilizing static controller.
Proof Sketch: First, note that since we assume that entries of A∗ , B∗ are sampled from independent Gaussian, system (A∗ , B∗ ) is stabilizable a.s. If K is a stabilizing controller we derive in the
Appendix F of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020), extending the results of Dean et al. (2019),
that the SLS synthesis (5) is feasible if


2
O (1 + kKk2 )2 (zI − A∗ − B∗ K)−1 H∞ ≤ λmin (D).
(11)
To obtain the best bound we choose a stabilizing controller K such that the left hand side of Equation (11) is minimized. From Equation (11) follows that as soon as the smallest eigenvalue of the
matrix D is large enough, the robust synthesis will be feasible. At the same time from the analysis
e
of Sarkar and Rakhlin (2019) follows that Ω(i)I
 Di for every regular system. Again, since we
assume a Gaussian prior on (A∗ , B∗ ), the system is regular a.s. Assembling the pieces together we
arrive at the result, for which we provide more detailed proof in the Appendix F of the extended
paper (Treven et al., 2020).
7
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4.1. Different probing signals with E X PLORATION
The VANILLA E X PLORATION approach takes random actions ui ∼ N (0, σu2 I). For such a choice
we can guarantee that Algorithm 1 terminates after constant time, depending only on the system parameters. However, as we demonstrate in our experiments (c.f., Appendix H of the extended paper
(Treven et al., 2020)), the states grow exponentially during this phase, which can be highly problematic for certain applications. We now propose improved, data-dependent policies to counteract this
blow-up. In particular, we consider playing ui ∼ N (Ki xi , σu2 I), where Ki is a controller picked
at time i. With such a controller, we generally lose the theoretical guarantee that the Algorithm 1
will terminate. However, the data dependent credibility region on estimation errors from section 3.4
(and thus the validity of the stopping condition) is still valid and we can run Algorithm 1. With data
dependent inputs, we cannot guarantee that the minimum eigenvalue of Di grows as Ω̃(i). Next, we
discuss different choices for controller Ki that we study in our experiments.
bi , B
bi are the true system matrices and we
CEC As first possibility, we act as if the estimators A
compute the controller Ki as the optimal controller:
b>P B
bi )−1 B
b>P A
bi ,
Ki = −(R + B
i
i

(12)

bi , B
bi , Q, R), i.e., we act using Certainty Equivalent Control (CEC).
where Pi = DARE(A
M IN M AX For the second Ki we consider controller which minimizes the maximal closed loop
norm of the systems in Θi . At every time step we synthesize the controller Ki as
Ki = argmin max kA + BKk2
K

(A,B)∈Θi

(13)

The controller defined in Equation (13) can be efficiently computed via a convex SDP. We derive
the convex SDP formulation of the min max problem given by Equation (13) in Appendix G of the
extended paper (Treven et al., 2020).
R ELAXED SLS As a third alternative we relax the constraint t ∈ (0, 1) to t ≥ 0 in the SDP
feasibility problem (5), and minimize the value of t, i.e.:
min

X0,S,t≥0

t

s.t. semi-definite constraint (5)

(14)

The controller is then synthesized as Ki = SX −1 . With such relaxation, the SDP is always feasible.
The interpretation of this relaxation is that when t ≥ 1 we find a controller that stabilizes all systems
bi , B
bi ). Furthermore, this algorithms
(A, B) in a smaller confidence region around the estimates (A
returns a provably stabilizing controller when t < 1. Although in principle we could also increase
Di in the Robust LQR synthesis in (8), this requires a tedious exponential line search, whereas the
R ELAXED SLS synthesis does this automatically.

5. Experiments
In this section, we critically evaluate the different components of E X PLORATION empirically. In
Section 5.1, we investigate when the credibility regions are correct and when do they fail on a fixed
system A∗ , B∗ . In particular, the algorithm fails when the prior parameter λ is too large. To overcome this issue, we suggest a way of selecting the prior parameter λ, given some mild privileged
8
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information. In Section 5.2, we compare the time it takes to find a stabilizing controller and the total
cost suffered using different probing signals. Although VANILLA E X PLORATION provably terminates, the heuristic variants perform better in practice. In all the considered examples the cost matrices Q and R are equal to the identity matrix of the appropriate dimensions. The scales of unobserved
2 = σ 2 = 1. We set the probability of failure to δ = 0.1.
and played noise covariance matrices are σw
u
5.1. Data Dependent Credibility Region
To illustrate how E X PLORATION builds the credibility regions, we consider a one dimensional system A∗ = 1.5, B∗ = 1.8. We select λ = 41 and λ = 3 and show consecutive credibility regions in
Figure 2. As we can see, the credibility region Θi shrinks as we see more data. For both choices of λ,
Robust SLS and Robust LQR become feasible after 4 iterations and the algorithm terminates. Crucially, when λ is too large (i.e. too small variance of the prior), it may happen that the true parameters
A∗ , B∗ are not inside the credibility region as we can see on in the middle subfigure of Figure 2.

λ = 1/4
4

2

2

4
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1
0

3
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−4

λ≈
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1
43
02

λ

Matrix B

4
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3
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Figure 2: When credibility region Θi is small enough SDP (8) finds a controller which stabilizes
every system in Θi . If we choose a Gaussian prior with too small covariance matrix the
credibility regions Θi might not contain the true system and the resulting controller will
not stabilize it. If we know a bound C on the Frobenious norm of the system, experiments
show that a reasonable choice for λ is λ ≈ C12 .

This means that selecting λ is a problem-dependent quantity (as any prior). However, if we assume
that we have of a constant C such that k(A∗ B∗ )kF ≤ C, then in the Appendix I of the extended
paper (Treven et al., 2020) we suggest that selecting λ ≈ 1/C 2 , results in the credibility regions
which empirically contain the true system with probability at least 1−δ. On the right most subfigure
of Figure 2 we plot the largest λ for which we empirically observe that the one dimensional systems
with k(A∗ B∗ )k ≤ C are inside regions Θi with empirical probability at least 1 − δ.
5.2. E X PLORATION Performance
Next we will illustrate the cost suffered and time until we find a stabilizing controller on a system


1.01 0.01
0
A∗ = 0.01 1.01 0.01 , B∗ = I
(15)
0
0.01 1.01
introduced by Dean et al. (2019), here we use λ = 1. We show a sample run with different heuristics
in the Appendix H of the extended paper (Treven et al., 2020), here we show in Table 1 more indepth analysis of the E X PLORATION performances on system (15).
9
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During exploration the agent suffers quadratic costs Equation (2) and at the E X PLORATION termination leaves the system in state xT . We define the total cost of exploration as
Cost =

T 
X


>
x>
Qx
+
u
Ru
+ x>
i
i
i
i
T P xT ,

(16)

i=1

where P = DARE(A∗ , B∗ , Q, R), and T is the termination time of E X PLORATION. Since the cost
can grow exponential with time we will report the logarithm of the Cost.
We compare robust synthesis with ellipsoidal bounds to two benchmarks. The first is robust synthesis with 2-ball estimation bounds of Dean et al. (2019). For the second benchmark we compare
robust controller to the CEC which was used as a stabilizing controller in e.g. Faradonbeh et al.
(2018b); Simchowitz and Foster (2020). In particular we analyze how large region around estimates
they stabilize. For both controllers we use the tightest ellipsoidal bounds. To compute the stopping
time when CEC stabilizes all systems inside the ellipsoidal bound we sample 1000 systems from
the ellipsoid boundary and if CEC stabilizes all we stop E X PLORATION4 .
Using ellipsoidal compared to 2-ball bounds significantly reduces the number of steps of E X PLO RATION . Consequently we also suffer much less exploration cost. CEC naturally stabilizes some
region around the estimates, however as we can see on the Table 1 CEC stabilizes smaller region
compared to the robust controller, which is paramount in the case when the cost grows exponentially.
Table 1: Using ellipsoidal confidence regions significantly shortens the exploration time and consequently the cost. Robust controller stabilizes larger region than CEC which is crucial
when the cost grows exponentially. We report median ± standard deviation.
Ellipsoidal region

VANILLA
CEC
M IN M AX
R ELAXED SLS

2-ball region

CEC as stopping time

Steps

log(Cost)

Steps

log(Cost)

Steps

log(Cost)

44 ± 8.2
25 ± 8.5
24 ± 9
26 ± 8.9

8.7 ± 0.58
6.2 ± 1.1
7.1 ± 3.2
7.2 ± 3

84 ± 18
110 ± 32
120 ± 39
170 ± 86

11 ± 1.1
7.4 ± 0.62
7.9 ± 3.1
9.1 ± 2.9

50 ± 12
53 ± 14
58 ± 22
78 ± 36

9.3 ± 0.73
6.8 ± 0.56
7.8 ± 7.9
8.6 ± 3.2

6. Discussion and Conclusions
In Section 3 we presented two seemingly different relaxation techniques for solving Riccati equation
under uncertainty. The two relaxations one in Z-transform space and the other convex relaxation in
the SDP formulation lead to the same feasible regions. We instantiated our stopping rule with uncertainty regions over the system matrices constructed via Bayesian means, however the stopping rule
is more general and can be used with confidence estimates constructed without prior assumptions
once we can guarantee uncertainty sets otherwise. To the best of our knowledge, provable anytime
adaptive consistent confidence estimates for unstable linear systems are not known, but should these
be constructable our stopping rule can be used with them.
4. Note that it can still happen that CEC does not stabilize all systems inside ellipsoid, however already with this
approximation robust controller stabilizes larger ellipsoidal region.
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